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"Complaint: Mass Death caused by German Dentists using Dental Amalgam"
In spite of more than 20,000 strong scientific warnings from all over the world, dentists continue to
fill pure, highly toxic, liquid mercury blended with various other powders of highly toxic metals into
the teeth of trusting and uninformed patients on cost of insurance companies.
At mouth temperature, the gaseous mercury vaporizes directly into the brain where it
remains stored until premature death. Mercury in the brain is the cause for neurological, immune and
genetic diseases.
Since mercury passes through the mother by way of placenta to the fetus, literally every German
suffers from an amalgam disease which causes premature death to every other German. Each year
nearly half a million of Germans die cruelly because of the consequences of dental amalgam.
This connectedness was clearly demonstrated in animal testing on behalf of the German Federal
Government back in 1995.
This Holocaust-style reminding murdering has simpy continued ever since; on the quiet and obviously
on purpose.
Therefore our demand:
1. The immediate arrest of the perpetrators.
2. Conviction of the perpetrators.
3. Ensuring the murder weapon (liquid mercury).
Offenders: Melchart, Vogt, Köhler, Streng, Weidenhammer, Kremers, Hickel, Felgenhauer, Zilker,
Wühr, Halbach. All reside in the Federal Republic of Germany.
Statement of accusation:
1. The German amalgam perpetrators spread this terror all around the globe; most
most recently to China and and India. The annual death figures go solely on
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the account of amalgam and have reached millions. This is
Genocide!
2. The accused indiviuals have acted solely for eigennützigen
reasons.
3. Same-in-price alternatives without mortal danger have been available for decades.
4. Scientific arguments have been completely ignored.
5. German socialized medicine in general simply belittles deadly amalgam diseases as
either "mental illnesses" or as "civilization diseases"; autoimmune diseases are
diagnosed as irreversible.
6. We know of more than 400 deadly autoimmune diseases caused by amalgam; among
them: Alzheimer´s, diabetes, various forms of cancer, infarcts, Multiple Sclerosis.
7. An army of royally-paid experts assists the perpetrators as co-perpetrators.
8.The German Federal Supreme Court as well as the European Court have remained in
inactive in regards to our complaints.
We urge the International Criminal Court in Den Haag for acceptance our complaint.
Evidence:
1. Daunderer, M.: - Clinical Toxicology 14 volumes textbook with 182 ...
- Handbook of Amalgam Poisoning 3 volumes? with ...20,000 cases
- Clinical Toxicology in Dentistry 3 ...
- Atlas of Toxic Hot Spots
Radiograph Tomography and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging
- Amalgam Patient Information, Ecomed Publishing House, Landsberg
- Autoimmunefax
- article-munich-model-unscientific-expert-opinion--in-order-to-relievetje-accused
- World Literature of Amalgam
- Amalgam latest cases
- Amalgam X-ray images
- Amalgam first aid
2. Melchart et al. J.Dental Res.87 2008.
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